The World of Wizards
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**Park Hours:**
2.30 pm to 9pm (Tuesday to Sunday)

**Entry:**
Reserve your seat by call to
+91 9447014800 or +91 9446540395

- Trivandrum International Airport, about 16 km
- Kaniyapuram KSRTC Bus Station, about 3 km
- Trivandrum Central - 19 km
- Kochuveli - 13 km
- Kazhakuttam - 3 km
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A Never-before Experience

World’s first magic park themed on magic, Magic Planet is located at the Kinfra Film and Video Park near Kazhakkoottam in Thiruvananthapuram district. Spread over 1.5 acres, the Magic Planet holds a number of attractions like traditional Indian magic, illusion, mind fusion shows, allied art, mirror maze, psycho magic, virtual supermarket and a host of exciting events and activities. Started in 2014, the first-of-its-kind in the state has turned into a platform to protect and nurture street magicians, circus artists, folk artists and differently-abled kids.
The Leading Light

Starting a magical voyage at the age of eight, Mr Gopinath Muthukad is a premier magician from Kerala who has used magic as a medium to spread virtuous ideals in the society. A powerful motivational speaker as well, Mr Muthukad founded world’s first magic-themed park, Magic Planet, in Thiruvananthapuram. He is the winner of the International Merlin Award instituted by international magicians’ society and is the first Keralalite to be honoured as the celebrity supporter by the UN agency UNICEF for promoting child rights.
Museum of Magic
A Campus Full of Life

The attractions and shows are staged at a motley of venues in Magic Planet and each has a unique experience to offer. With food court, toilets, prayer hall, feeding rooms and cloak rooms, the Magic Planet has all the facilities to give you a perfect one-day picnic.
It is open all days except Mondays

You enter into a different world

A Bronze Sculpture representing World Citizen
Venue for traditional Indian magic
The pathways are adorned with placards containing socially relevant messages.

Birds' Cafe

Artistry on Display

How is it inside an aeroplane?
Dose of Wisdom and Insight

There are a couple of walk-in attractions such as Illusion Corner, Mirror Miracles and Flight of Fantasy which are not only informative but also are visual adventures.
How many people are there?

Who is the Rider?
Find your way out

How many chairs?

Endless Spiral

Magic Planet

Magic Planet
**New Lease of Life**

Started in 2019, Different Art Centre (DAC) identifies and nurtures the artistic talents of differently abled children. Supported by Kerala Social Security Mission and Magic Academy, the DAC transforms them to be the breadwinners of their family, enabling them to lead a better life like others in society.
India Fort stages art forms based on unity and harmony
Paintings by kids are vibrant and rich

Ensemble of Western and Classical Music
Talent Overcomes Limitations
Super Moms

Charisma, a platform for mothers of the children at DAC generates a source of livelihood as well as nurture their interests and hobbies. The mothers make a range of activities such as bottle craft, paper craft, toys, bags, cleaning products, towels, ornaments and umbrellas.
Absolute Sensation

Gear up for some jaw-dropping performances and some tickle for your funny bone in the comedy and circus shows at Circus Castle.
Rope Dance

Mix of Comedy and Magic
Wizards of the Street

Street Magic lets you see some live performances of renowned rare Indian street magic feats such as Indian mango tree magic and Indian rope magic.
Watch a mango tree grows from up a seed in a matter of minutes
Blast from the Past

William Shakespeare’s novel ‘Tempest’ gets a ‘Dramagic’ adaptation where drama, magic and literature give a visual experience that you have never experienced.
Audio-visual show with fire and water give an engaging narration
The Mind Readers

In the show with the audience as participants, the mentalist will surprise you by reading your thoughts and secrets. Watch out!
Your mind is not a secret in front of the mentalist
In the ‘M Power’ Show, the spirited specially-abled kids will dish out some inspiring performances that let you appreciate their talent and passion.
Watch objects disappear into thin air and the magician coming out of closed objects.
The Ultimate Show

The largest theatre in Magic Planet hosts the largest show. That is the Conjuring & Illusion Magic Show for you. The mind-blowing illusions are flavoured with rapid dance, throbbing music and unique theatrics.
Don’t blink your eyes as you might miss a miracle
Explore Other E-brochures

A Catalogue of Festivities

A chronicle of Kerala’s Cultural Richness

Kerala, Hotspot of Adventures

Chasing the Flavours of Malabar

Find More
Thank You

Magic Planet
Kinfra Film & Video Park,
Sainik School P O, Kazhakuttam
Thiruvananthapuram – 695585

📞 +91 9446540483, +91 9446540395